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Welcome to Dybuster Calcularis
We are pleased to provide our learning software as a source of enrichment and 
support in day-to-day school life.

The concept behind our multi-sensory, computer-based learning materials was de-
veloped by computer scientists at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich 
(ETH Zurich) and neuropsychologists at the University of Zurich. For more than ten 
years, we have been incorporating experiences and findings from everyday school 
life into our software development process. Our computer scientists, educational 
professionals, PhD students and colleagues are continually working on optimising 
and enhancing the materials. Our software represents an easy-to-use and ful-
ly-formed tool that is capable of adapting to many different learning scenarios. It 
provides individualised support for your students. It also makes it easier for your 
teaching staff to support them as needed, since all learning content and progress is 
displayed in a transparent fashion.

As a Dybuster administrator for your school, you‘ll have access to the Dybuster Cal-
cularis folder containing the relevant worksheets. These worksheets will help you 
and your colleagues to implement the software effectively in day-to-day school life. 
Please be sure to provide all teaching staff with access to the folder.

All of the worksheets contained in the folder are available for download un-
der «Documents» in the Dybuster Cockpit or can be requested from us.

We would be delighted to help you assist your students on an individual basis and 
provide them with targeted long-term support. Please feel free to get in touch with 
questions at any time.

With best wishes from Dybuster‘s teachers, who are responsible for our communi-
cation with schools, further training and educational support.
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Nathanael Bucher 
School Principal & Upper 
Secondary Teacher

Mirjam Voegeli 
Primary / Lower & Upper 
Secondary Teacher

Rebecca Gretler 
Primary & Lower Second-
ary Teacher

PS: For questions, please don‘t hesitate to get in touch with team@dybuster.com.
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In the Dybuster Cockpit, you‘ll find links to all the programs you are authorized to 
access. Each user will see the links that correspond to their assigned role («Student», 
«Teacher» or «Teacher with administrator rights»).

1. Open the browser of your choice.

2. The central Dybuster login can be found in the Dybuster Cockpit: 
https://go.dybuster.com or go.dybuster.com

3. In the Dybuster Cockpit, choose the option «Open Institution Management».

4. In the Institution Management mode, you can create user accounts for individ-
ual teachers (see the sheet «Creation of Teacher Accounts by Administrator»). 
Teachers can then use their personal logins to create user accounts for stu-
dents. Alternatively, you as the administrator can be in charge of creating all 
user accounts.

5. Make it easier for teaching staff and students to get started and find the pro-
gram by doing one or both of the following.
a. Insert a link to the Cockpit (see above) in the Start menu (Windows) or in 

the Doc (Mac OS).
b. Insert a link to the Cockpit (see above) on the desktop.

Administrator Access to the
Dybuster Cockpit 

Your administrator user 
name and password:
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  Tip 
Save the Dybuster cockpit as a 

bookmark on your desktop.

  Reference 
Instructional videos can be 

found on our website or at 

https://dybuster.com/vid-

eos-instmgmt-en

Click
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Creation of Teacher Accounts by 
Administrator
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1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com.

2. Click on «Open Institution Management».

3. Familiarize yourself with the Institution Management. You will be logged in at 
the school level.

4. Choose «Add a Teacher» from the main functions.

5. Enter the user name, email address and password. The teacher‘s first name, 
surname and sex can also be entered if desired, but are not mandatory. If you 
wish to assign administrative privileges, confirm this by placing a check in the 
field provided.

6. If class teachers or educational support workers are in charge of their own class-
es or student groups, you can create classes to assist them with organization.
a. Under «Class», enter a name for the class. The class will be connected to the 

teacher user’s account. The teacher will have full access to the class.
b. Alternatively, close the window without entering a class name. You can 

create the class later or give the teacher or support worker access to an 
existing class.

  Tip 
You can also add a list of teach-

ing staff quickly and easily 

using a CSV or EXCEL table.

  Click

Place a check to assign 
administrator rights

Add an abbreviation 
for the class (see Pt. 6 )

  Tip 
Give each class a unique name, 

e.g. «Class 1A». This name can 

be changed later if needed.

Arrow and title indi-
cate the current level.

Navigation for the 
current level

Main functions of the 
current level

  Tip 
You can return to this level at 

any time by clicking the school 

symbol  and begin navigat-

ing afresh within the cockpit.

Current view is under-
lined.
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7. The newly created teacher will receive their user name, password and other im-
portant information automatically by email. If you don‘t want this to happen, 
choose «Do not send email» instead of «Send email with password».

8. Once you have finished adding a teacher, confirm the information by clicking 
«Create». The «Create» button will only be activated once the necessary infor-
mation has been entered in full.

9. Now, create user accounts for all students, or assign this task to your teachers 
by sending them the worksheets «Creation of Student Accounts by Teachers» 
and «First Steps for Teachers».

10. If you want to upload teaching staff from an existing CSV or Excel file instead of 
entering them individually, you can use the function «Bulk Changes». Make sure 
that you are working on the school level. If you are working on the class level, 
you will only be able to synchronize student users from that particular class.

11. Choose «Synchronize Teachers» to integrate a new table.

  Reference 
Section: «Preparation»;

Worksheet: «Creation of 

Student Accounts by Teachers» 

and «First Steps for Teachers»

  Tip 
If you want to make changes 

to existing users via a table, 

please select «Export Teacher 

Users».

  Tip 
You can also send the email 

later in the Teacher view under 

«Overview». This makes your 

correspondence easier!
Choose whether you 

want to send an email

Click

Click

Clicking here opens a 
preview of the email

Return to school level

Click
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Creation of Student Accounts by 
Administrator
1.  Open the Dybuster cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 

Open «Institution Management».

2. If you have not yet created any classes, choose «Create Class».

3. Give the class a unique name, e.g. «Class 2A». This can be changed at a later 
date if needed.

4. Classes are groups of students that use Dybuster training programs. Super-
vising teachers and support workers are assigned to these «classes» to enable 
them to monitor the students’ progress using the Coach tool. Multiple supervi-
sory staff can be assigned to each class or learning group.

5. After creating a class, you will be located on the class level, where you can cre-
ate user accounts for individual students. To do this, click on «Create Student» 
and enter the student’s information.

a. Enter a user name and password
b. Email address, first name, last name and sex can be entered if desired.
c. Click on «Create».

6. To create user accounts for other students in this class, return to the class level. 
Click on the arrow with the class name. Repeat the steps leading up to this 
point.

7. Assign the class a teacher user. To do this, select the class and click «Teacher». 
For more details, see «Teacher Access Rights to Classes and Students».

  Tip 
You can also add students 

quickly and easily from a CSV 

or EXCEL table.

  Tip 
To give a teacher access to a 

particular student, open the 

student‘s profile and click on 

«Grant access».
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Click

Click

Click

Click

Class level

Class level

Creating a student 
user will take you to 

the Student level. 
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Teacher Access Rights to Classes 
and Students
Integrative support typically involves multiple members of teaching and specialist 
staff. In order for the relevant members of staff to be able to supervise students 
effectively, they require the necessary access rights. Ideally, all special education 
workers should be granted limited access rights to the class to which their students 
belong.

Dybuster differentiates between two levels of access rights to classes:
a. A teacher user requires full access to a class in order to be able to create, 

manage and delete student users.
b. Teacher users with limited access to a class can view all student users in 

Coach and change their learning settings. However, they cannot add new 
student users to the class or delete existing users.

1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Open «Institution Management» .

2. To grant a member of teaching staff access rights to a class, click on «Classes/
Groups» in the School navigation bar. Choose the relevant class.

3. You will now be located on the class level. Select «Teachers» to view which 
members of teaching staff have full or limited access to this class. Now, click on 
«Manage Access».

4. Choose a level of access for each teacher user via the drop-down menu. You 
can withdraw access completely by selecting «No access». You must confirm 
the changes by clicking the button «Save access rights».

5. To grant a teacher individual limited access to particular students:
a. On the class level, access the list of students in the class by clicking on the«-

Students» heading at the top of the screen.
b. There, select «Grant access» for the relevant student user from the menu.
c. Select the desired member of teaching staff.

  Click

  Tip

Ideally, you should grant spe-

cial education workers partial 

access right to all the classes 

they help to supervise.

  Click

  Reference 
Instructional videos can be 

found on our website or at 

https://dybuster.com/vid-

eos-instmgmt-en
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Click

  Tip 
Instead of granting a teacher 

user full access to a class, 

you can limit their access to 

individual students within a 

class. They will see only these 

students in Coach, where they 

can control their learning 

settings. 
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1. Start the browser of your choice and go to go.dybuster.com. Log into the 
Dybuster cockpit using your personal user account. 
 Your user name: 
 Your password:

2. Welcome to the Dybuster Cockpit! Choose «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach». 
Here, you have the option to carry out all desired adjustment and analyses.

3. Create user accounts for your students, if this has not already been carried out 
by the administrator. Print out the automatically generated parent letters with 
your students‘ personal user names and passwords.

4. Explain to your students how Dybuster works. To begin with, the ideal way 
to train is 3 times per week, 20 minutes per session, over a period of 4 
months. After that, the number of training days can be reduced or the student 
can take a short training break. Students can train at school or home.

5. Dybuster Calcularis oversees and manages all learning content and generates 
an individual learning schedule for each user on an ongoing basis. Only once 
one skill has been successfully mastered does Calcularis move onto the next. 
If a student displays difficulties in a particular area, Calcularis independently 
recognizes the need for previous skills to be revised. Calcularis also repeats 
previously learned skills in order to consolidate them.

6. After around 2 weeks of use, we recommend you begin monitoring the 
students‘ learning behavior in «Dybuster Calcularis Coach». After around 1 
month, it becomes worthwhile to start carrying out detailed analyses. After 
around 2 months, you might want to consider carrying out individual adjust-
ments to students’ learning programs.

We wish you hours of enjoyment with our Dybuster learning software. Our team of 
educational and IT specialists will be happy to assist you in case of questions!

First Steps for Teaching Staff

  Reference 
Worksheet «Creation of Stu-

dent Accounts by Teachers» 

under Step 1: Setting Up

  Reference 
Worksheet «First Steps for Stu-

dents» / «Introductory Session» 

/ «Guided Work» under Step 2: 

Starting Training

  Reference 
Worksheets included under 

Step 3: Detailed Evaluation and 

Step 4: Individual Adaptation. 
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  Reference 
Instructional videos can be 

found on our website and at 

dybuster.com/videos- 

calcularis-school-en

  Click
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Creation of Student Accounts by 
Teachers
1. Open go.dybuster.com in your browser and log in with your user name and 

password. You will see a list of all programs. Choose «Dybuster Calcularis 
Coach».

2. You can add or delete students using the option «User Management».

3. Select «Add» at the bottom left-hand side of the page (you may need to scroll). 
This opens the dialogue box for adding students’ details.

4. Create automatically generated letters for parents with the students‘ per-
sonal login details. 
These will appear as PDFs for download and print.

5. Your students can now get started training with Dybuster Calcularis!

  Tip 
The program allows you to 

automatically generate parent 

letters for all students. The let-

ters come preprinted with their 

individual login details. 

  Reference 
Other supplementary func-

tions can be found on the 

worksheets under Step 3: 

Detailed Evaluation and Step 4: 

Individual Adaptation.

 Create new user 
accounts for students 

using the dialogue box. 

  Click

  Click
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Helpful Hints for Getting Started:
How Learning Works in the Brain
The following explanatory notes can help you introduce your students to the 
Dybuster Calcularis concept. Please adjust the content to students‘ ages.

Our brain consists of around 150 billion individual neurons (nerve cells). These 
neurons can form connections between one another and exchange information. 
Connections that are no longer needed can be abolished by the brain.

 » When we learn new things, new connections are formed. When we repeat and 
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  Visualization 
Ants: To begin with, ants fan out individually to 

search for food. Once they have found a food 

source, they form an ant trail. This trail remains 

intact, even in the event of disruption.

  Visualization 
Muscles: If you lift heavy things regularly, the 

arm muscles become bigger and stronger and 

the lifting of heavy objects becomes easier.

consolidate things we have learned, the connections become stron-
ger. Networked knowledge can be accessed more easily and quick-
ly and is stored by our brains for longer, because more neurons are 
involved in remembering it.

 » Frequent repetition of the same or similar tasks encourages individ-
ual regions of the brain to become specialised in the processing of 
these tasks. This allows these tasks to be solved more quickly and 
with less expenditure of effort. This ability of the brain to adapt to 
frequent tasks is referred to as brain «plasticity».

 » Alongside the efficient execution of everyday tasks, this special-
ization of individual brain regions allows the brain to free up more 
capacity and attention for new, more complex tasks. This makes it 
all the more important to support this specialization process.

When we learn how to do maths, various regions of the brain special-
ize particularly in the following tasks:

 » Processing of amounts (incl. estimation, comparison)
 » Number words (incl. retrieval of maths facts)
 » Numerals and Arabic notation (incl. written tasks)
 » Concept of a number line (incl. estimating calculations, arithmetics)

In Calcularis, the various game types are designed to simultaneously 
engage as many brain regions as possible by representing numbers as 
amounts, number words, Arabic numerals or positions on a number 
line. Calcularis also promotes the networking of these regions and 
the user‘s ability to switch between different forms of representation 
using:

 » Colors and animations
 » A 3D number line combining elements of the different forms

In so doing, Calcularis makes it easier for the brain to specialize in ba-
sic skills and lays the groundwork for freeing up capacity for complex 
calculations.

  Visualization 
Football: A striker must be fit. Only then will he 

or she be able to focus on the shot after a long 

sprint and consider where the goalkeeper is 

positioned and where the shot should go.

  Visualization 
Oral exercise: «What‘s eleven times ten?» If you 

present this question in the form of number 

words, students will likely be quick to picture 

the numbers 10 and 11 - that is, to convert to 

Arabic numerals. Some of them will do this 

automatically. Those who are experienced 

with mental arithmetic will be able to solve the 

problem easily by adding a 0 to the 11 - again, 

perhaps automatically. Their visualization of a 

number range will allow them to guesstimate 

that an answer of 110 is approximately correct.
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Sample Introductory Session
Dybuster Calcularis

Time Goals Activities Material

5‘ Understanding 
the purpose of 
learning with 
Calcularis

1. Read out, explain or allow to students to look at the 
worksheet «Helpful Hints for Getting Started: How 
Learning Works in the Brain». Answer any questions.

Sheet «Helpful Hints 
for Getting Start-
ed: How Learning 
Works in the Brain»

10‘ Getting familiar 
with how the 
training works

1. Read out, explain or allow to students to look at the 
worksheet «Helpful Hints for Getting Started: How the 
Learning Software Works»

2. Decide when training sessions should happen - where 
and how often? (During lesson time at school / around 
other school activities / at home as homework...)

3. Have students note down their user names and pass-
words

4. Distribute parent letters; students receive their user 
names and passwords for training at home

Sheet «Helpful Hints 
for Getting Started: 
How the Learning 
Software Works»

«Parent letters» 
with personal login 
details (can be print-
ed from Coach with a 
single click)

20‘ Getting started 
with training

1. Go through the worksheet «First Steps with Dybuster 
Calcularis» with the students (open the Dybuster Cock-
pit, sign in, start Calcularis)

2. Place a link on the desktop or in the start menu
3. Students work through the training
4. Look at the instructions before each game. Where 

necessary, watch the instructional video

PC/Laptops
Student worksheet 
«First Steps with 
Dybuster Calcularis» 

5‘ Learning to 
reflect

1. Explain the progress indicator in the game and the 
reward system in the shop

2. Explain the options in the Coach monitoring program

On the PC or pro-
jector

5‘ Understanding 
how learning can 
be optimized on 
the basis of this 
reflection

1. When and how often should teachers monitor prog-
ress?

2. When should the students receive feedback and in 
what form (learning reports, certificates)?

3. Show what a report or certificate looks like
4. Look inside Calcularis Coach
5. Set consequences for not carrying out training
6. At what point should specific errors be discussed with 

students individually?

On the PC or pro-
jector

Home Starting to train 
independently

1. Distribute parent letters
2. Carry out first training session at home

«Parent letter» (see 
above)

This session plan is intended as a rough guide and must be adapted to suit students‘ ages and prior knowl-
edge.
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Sheet for 
students

First Steps for Students
Before Starting Training 
Dybuster Calcularis helps you feel comfortable with the concept of a number range 
and tackle maths problems without mistakes. It‘s designed to allow you to train 
independently at the computer. However, it‘s important that you practice for not 
less than 20 minutes, 3 times per week. Your brain needs this regular practice to 
ensure that the networks inside it become stronger. With Calcularis, you‘ll learn in a 
multi-sensory way - that is, by using multiple senses. Numbers are assigned colors 
and shown as amounts, number words, numerals or positions on a number line.

 Your user name 
 
 Your password:

The learning software tailors itself to you. It recognizes your strengths and weak-
nesses in maths and works out exactly how you can learn best and fastest. It‘s 
designed to help! Because of this, it‘s important that you work with the program on 
your own. Don‘t be scared of making mistakes, since this will show us where we can 
improve. Calcularis contains almost twenty different games, all of which train your 
understanding of numbers and your ability to process them. All your work is saved 
to allow your teacher to see how well you have progressed. You‘re going to see big 
improvements - so be excited!

Start your computer and open your browser.

1. Type go.dybuster.com into the address bar.

2. Enter your user name and password.

3. Open «Train with Dybuster Calcularis».

4. Your training has begun! As you work, keep in mind the following tips:
a. Underneath the working area on the right-hand side, you‘ll find a question 

mark (?). If you click on it, the program will explain the task.
b. You‘ll start with the number range 0-10. As soon as you feel comfortable 

with this number range, you can move onto the next one.
c. You can collect points from the exercises and use them to buy animals and 

feed in the shop. You can also buy items to change how the game looks.
d. A bonus point is awarded for five correctly solved problems in a row.
e. Once you‘ve completed a skill or number range, you‘ll get a certificate and 

an additional bonus point.
f. You can check your learning progress at any time via the menu on the 

upper right-hand side and feel proud of the goals you‘ve achieved.
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Guided Work & Initial Overview of 
the Learning Process
1. Open go.dybuster.com in the browser. Log in with your user name and pass-

word. The Dybuster Cockpit will open.

2. Open «Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

3. Calcularis Coach enables you to carry out a complete range of analyses and 
adaptations. Click on the various tiles and try out the functions!

  Tip 
The areas «Evaluate Stu-

dents in Detail» and «Com-

pare Students» are covered 

in the chapter «Detailed 

Evaluation».

Class Overview Get an overview of your students‘ work. You can sort the 
list according to the individual columns by clicking on 
the column headings. You‘ll see how much each student 
has learned and which skills they have trained. You can 
also save the list as a PDF. To limit analyses to a particular 
time period, select your desired cut-off date. You can 
open the details for a particular student by double-click-
ing on their name.

Certificates and Reports Create certificates or learning reports for all students, a 
selected group of students or a single student. Use these 
to help your students reflect on their work or to present 
to parents at parents‘ evenings.

Email Management If so desired, you can have all reports and certificates 
sent automatically to yourself and/or to your students‘ 
email addresses.

Limit analysis to a partic-
ular time period

Navigation
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1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Click on «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

2. On the homepage, select the following:  

3. Select the name of the student you are interested in and get an overview of their 
work using the various tabs:

Displaying Progress

Overview Shows learning time, distribution of work and time use 

Calendar Shows learning time on a day-by-day basis 

Learn Times Shows learning times as a pattern on a diagram 

Exercises Shows «total» and «correctly solved» exercises per learn-
ing day for each game and number range. 

  Worksheet «Analysing Completed Exercises» 

Skills Displays the various skills across the different number 
ranges. Shows which skills have already been acquired, 
which are currently being trained and which will be 
trained in the future.  

  Worksheet «Displaying Mastered Skills» 

Skills in Tasks Shows which skills have been trained for each number 
range (and in which games), how many exercises the 
student has solved for each skill and why the individual-
ization algorithm decided to focus on a particular skill. 

  Tip 
All views can be printed as PDF 

documents. You may need to 

scroll down to see this option.

  Reference 
Remember you can limit the 

time frame of an analysis as de-

sired. For details, see «Guided 

Work & Initial Overview of the 

Learning Process».
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  Click

4. Analyses in Calcularis are carried out for the number ranges 0 - 10, 0 - 20, 0 - 100 
and 0 - 1,000, and for the following three areas:
a. Number processing (blue)
b. Addition/Subtraction (red)
c. Multiplication/Division (green)
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Analyzing Completed Tasks 
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1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Click on «Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

2. Select «Student Details».

3. Select a student and click on «Exercises».

4. Clicking on the magnifying glass opens a window. This gives a detailed overview of 
when the student completed which task and what answer they gave. Here, too, you 
can sort the list by clicking on the column header.

  Click

Determine the time 
frame for the analysis

  Click the header to 
sort the table accord-

ing to that column

  Click the header to 
sort the table accord-

ing to that column

To analyze errors in more 
detail, you can select the 
individual games or the 
number range.

Detailed error 
analysis

  Click for details 

  Click
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1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Click on «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

2. Select «Student Details» on the Dashboard.

3. Choose a student and click on «Skills».

a. The meanings of the colors are as follows 
Grey = Not yet trained Red = Currently being trained 
Orange = Student is making good progress 
Yellow = Mastered at a good level 
Green = Mastered at a very good level 
Light green = Was not specifically trained by Calcularis because more advanced 
skills had already been mastered when the student started.

b. Each successively more advanced skill is subordinate to the skills that underpin 
it. Only once a skill has been mastered sufficiently will subsequent skills be 
trained. If a student displays insufficient abilities in a skill, Calcularis returns to 
the skills before it.

c. If a student is progressing very successfully, Calcularis can decide to skip the 
training of particular skills. In so doing, it adapts more quickly to individual us-
ers and spends less time on already-mastered skills. If the student struggles to 
master the more advanced skills, Calcularis returns to the skills it has skipped. 
Skills that have been skipped and do not require practice are indicated in light 
green.
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Displaying Mastered Skills

  Click

  Click

  Note 
Dybuster Calcularis adjusts 

automatically to the skills of 

each user and selects exercises 

accordingly.

The color indicates how 
Calcularis currently 
rates the user‘s skill 

level.
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Subitizing Judge amounts containing up to four elements without having to count them
Number Representation 0-10 Understand numbers as amounts in Arabic numerals and as number words
Ordinality 0 - 10 Order a series of numbers according to smaller/larger 
Number Line 0-10 Localize numbers on a number line, build a mental number line, develop the 

concept of a number range
Estimating 0-20 Differentiate between amounts without having to count them
Number Representation 0-20 Understand numbers as amounts in Arabic numerals and as number words
Ordinality 0-20 Order a series of numbers according to smaller/larger 
Number Line 0-20 Localize numbers on a number line, build a mental number line, develop the 

concept of a number range
Estimating 0-100 Differentiate between amounts without having to count them
Number Representation 0-100 Understand numbers as amounts in Arabic numerals and as number words
Ordinality 0-100 Order a series of numbers according to smaller/larger 
Number Line 0-100 Localize numbers on a number line, build a mental number line, develop the 

concept of a number range
Estimating 0-1000 Differentiate between amounts without having to count them
Number Representation 0-1000 Understand numbers as amounts in Arabic numerals and as number words
Ordinality 0-1000 Order a series of numbers according to smaller/larger 
Number Line 0-1000 Localize numbers on a number line, build a mental number line, develop the 

concept of a number range
Addition 1,1 Add a one-digit number to a one-digit number (without crossing tens boundary) 
Subtraction 1,1 Add a two-digit number and a one-digit number together 
Maths facts 0-10 Quick addition of one-digit numbers with a one-digit result
Carrying the 10s Addition Add a one-digit number to a one-digit number (crossing tens boundary)
Borrowing the 10s Subtraction Subtract a one-digit number from a two-digit number (crossing tens boundary) 
Addition and Subtraction 0-20 Add and subtract numbers in the range 0-20 
Maths Facts 0-20 Quick addition of one-digit numbers with a two-digit result
Addition 2,1 Add a two-digit number and a one-digit number together 
Subtraction 2,1 Subtract a one-digit number from a two-digit number 
Addition 2,2 Add a two-digit number to a two-digit number 
Subtraction 2,2 Subtract a two-digit number from a two-digit number 
Addition 3,1 Add a three-digit number and a one-digit number together 
Subtraction 3,1 Subtract a one-digit number from a three-digit number 
Addition 3,2 Add a three-digit number and a two-digit number together 
Subtraction 3,2 Subtract a two-digit number from a three-digit number 
Addition 3,3 Add a three-digit number to a three-digit number
Subtraction 3,3 Subtract a three-digit number from a three-digit number 
Multiplication 0-20 Multiplication of numbers from 0 to 20 with a result in the same range
Division 0-20 Division (without remainder) of nos. from 0 to 20 with a result in the same range
Multiplication 0-100 Multiplication of numbers from 0 to 100 with a result in the same range
Division 0-100 Division (without remainder) of nos. from 0 to 100 with a result in the same range
Multiplication 0-1000 Multiplication of numbers from 0 to 1000 with a result in the same range
Division 0-1000 Division (without remainder) of nos. from 0 to 1000 with a result in the same range
Free mult. and div. 0-1000 Multiplication and division (without remainder) of any numbers from 0 to 1000

Key to Skills
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Stagnation of Progress: 
What Can Be Done?
First signs: Progress diagram 
Look at the progress diagram in the «Overview». It shows the most advanced skills 
achieved to date by a particular learner. If the number of skills stops increasing, this 
means that the learner is no longer making progress.

Before you conclude that a student is stagnating, please in mind the following:

In-depth analysis: Recommended procedure 
If you suspect stagnation on the basis of the progress diagram, the following ques-
tions and corresponding procedure may help you to analyze the learning path in 
more detail and ascertain the student‘s specific areas of weakness. This helps you 
determine whether the student is actually being overstretched and whether there 
is a need for you to take additional action:

  Tip 
The progress diagram shows 

the highest value achieved 

to date. As such, a stagnation 

on the diagram can indicate 

that a student has temporarily 

regressed.

Students may sometimes make slow but steady 
progress. Here, the student is seeing an im-
provement in addition/subtraction around every 
ten days. This is slow but consistent progress.

1. In certain cases, it can occur a student does not progress because they don‘t 
understand how to handle a particular game, though they have already 
acquired the mathematical skills required to play it.

Try to exclude this possibility before proceeding further:
1. Open the student‘s Exercise view.
2. Choose the relevant time frame, e.g. «Last two weeks» or «Last month».
3. In the list of exercises: Click on the header «Correct answers in %» in 

order to display the game with the lowest percentage of correct an-
swers at the top of the list. Which games are causing the user the most 
problems? Could it be an issue with handling the software?

4. To check whether a student is able to operate a game, sit with them 
and open the Calcularis trial mode. Select the game they appear to be 
struggling with and allow them to carry out an exercise. If necessary, 
explain how the game is played. 

Only once the student has 
mastered number process-

ing and addition/subtraction 
in a particular number range 

can they progress to the next 
one. They must be able to 

carry out number processing 
without problems first.

 Student has mastered num-
ber processing from 0-100.
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e 
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m
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2. Both «Overview» and «Skills» show simplified versions of the full Calcularis 
learning graph. You can use them to check whether a student has shown 
improvement in a particular skill:
1. Open «Skills» under Student Details.
2. Scroll to the skills that are currently being practised (red or orange).

3. In «Skills in Exercises»: 

3. Try to identify patterns of errors in the list of exercises. It can be worthwhile 
to discuss such patterns with students, whether or not they are generally 
making progress.  

4. If a student is struggling to acquire a skill, Calcularis automatically goes back 
to the preceding skills. Once these have been mastered, Calcularis resumes 
exercises for the more advanced skill. If you observe a constant back-
and-forth between two games, this indicates a gap in understanding that 
requires further investigation.
1. To do this, open «Skills in Tasks». Then: 

2. In the list, you can see which of the games Calcularis is repeating for 
extra support  and which of the supporting games it is «returning» 
from . If the program is constantly returning to the same game, this is 
a sign it has become stuck.

3. From this, you can recognize that the student‘s gap in understanding 
is between the skills being trained in the supporting game and the 
current skill. You can use this insight to assist the student accordingly.

 Clicking on the sphere opens 
«Skills in Exercises». This allows 

you to view the exercises complet-
ed for this skill.

  Tip 
Pay particular attention to the 

computation time for the game 

«Calculator». If it is too long, 

students may be calculating on 

their fingers.

H
as

 C
al

cu
la

ris
 g

ot
 s

tu
ck

?

  Tip 
Skills the student finds difficult 

can be identified by means of 

the «!» in «Quick selection..»

Im
pr

ov
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en
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A click shows all exercises for 
the selected skill that were com-
pleted in the chosen time frame. 

Can any improvement be seen?

a.  Click on the skill to be inves-
tigated (usually marked with!)

b. Scroll to the bottom half  

Games Calcularis has already used 
or is currently using to supple-

ment the acquisition of a skill 

The click from the previous step 
provides your desired analysis
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Compare Students
1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 

Click on «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

2. Click on «Compare Students».

3. You can choose to view the following:
a. Learn time
b. Time logged into Calcularis
c. Number of exercises attempted
d. Number of correct answers

Use the following options to customize the analyses:
a. On the left, you can choose the desired time frame for the analysis.
b. You can display the learning progress for individual days or for all days cumula-

tively (from the start of the selected time frame).
c. If you wish obtain a printout of a particular diagram, you can select «Generate 

PDF» at the bottom of the screen. The document will be saved in your Down-
loads folder.

  Click on the stu-
dents whose results 

you wish to compare.

Back to selection of students

Hover the mouse over 
the line to see which stu-

dent it represents

Specify the time frame 
of the analysis
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  Create a PDF

Then, click on «Com-
pare Selected».
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There are numerous options available to make learning more individual and to 
adapt the program to your students in detail.

1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Click on «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach». 
Select «Change Learn Settings».

2. Select the students for whom you wish to change the learning settings.

3. You can choose to carry out the following changes:
a. Switch floor reflection on or off
b. Change the handles of the blocks
c. Choose a division sign (/, : or ÷)
d. Choose a multiplication sign (x or *)
e. Choose how the hands appear
f. Motivational statements on/off
g. Switch training for multiplication or division on or off
h. Change colors (thousands, hundreds, tens and units) 

To save any changes you have made, click on «Apply».

Individual Adaptation

Select changes

Select students: 
While clicking with the 
mouse, keep the Ctrl 
key pressed to select 
multiple students or 
the shift key to select 
multiple students in 
a row.

  Tip 
Click on «Apply» to save your 

changes!

  Click
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Email Management
Here, you can have reports and certificates sent automatically to you and your stu-
dents. You can also send class lists.

Important! In order for a person to receive your emails, their email address must be 
stored in the system. The email addresses of your students can be recorded in the 
«User Management» section of Coach. You can change your email address in the 
Dybuster Cockpit under «User Data».

1. Open the Dybuster Cockpit at go.dybuster.com. 
Click on «Open Dybuster Calcularis Coach».

2. Choose «Manage Email» from the menu on the left-hand side or the «Manage 
Email Settings» tile on the homepage.

3. Adjust the email settings for you or your students.

4. Decide whether you wish to send reports and/or certificates by placing a check 
in the corresponding column.

5. The corresponding emails will be sent as soon as you click «Send now». The last 
send date will be changed to the current date. The next automatic send date 
(see «Next send date») will be in 2, 4, or 12 weeks, depending on which option 
you have selected under «How often».

Tab with your name 
shows your settings.

Enter your desired text.

  Click

Tab for the class/group 
shows the settings for 
your students.
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